
          

           
          
          

 9,4 RODELLAR
  Ref: C401940060  
 The Rodellar 

The Rodellar is undoubtedly the sport climbing rope with the
most features in our collection. Its Dry treatment and Fusion
construction make it durable and tough, which provides
extra security when climbing over sharp rocks or ridges and
helps to maintain its performance throughout its lifespan. It
is destined to become one of the benchmark ropes for sport
climbers who regularly do on-sight climbs and work on
projects.

The small town of Rodellar lies in the heart of the Sierra de
Guara, in the province of Huesca (Aragon). It is a world-class
destination for canyoners and sport climbers alike. The
climbing style is generally athletic, with large overhangs and
walls with the occasional waterfall conducive to on-sight
climbing. Lines like “Coliseum” and “El Delfín” have made
Rodellar a top spot for sport climbing.

Technology

Diameter: 9.4 mm.
Standardisation: simple.
Dry treatment: Water-repellent treatment on the
sheath. Provides resistance to oil, grease, and water.
Extends the rope’s lifespan.
Endurance construction: It favors sliding and extends
the rope s lifespan. Braided with 48 threads.
Fusion: Prevents sheath slippage. The rope’s
performance is extended by the firm union of the
sheath and the core.

Finishes:

 Middle Mark: indicates the halfway point on the rope
with a black mark.
 8 Mark: marking system that uses a red mark to
indicate that there are 8 meters left to reach the end
of the rope.
 Reflector: reflective indicator at both ends of the
rope.
 Ultrasonic cut: stiffens the rope ends and protects
them from wear.

Lengths available: 60, 70, 80, and 100 meters.
Colours available: Yellow.
Manufactured in: Sant Quirze de Besora (Barcelona –
Pyrenees).

Technical information 

N Falls 6 - Weight 60g/m - Impact force 7.6KN - Slippage
0mm - Dynamic Elong. 37% - Static Elong. 8% - Sheath 38%

Packaging info 

Vegetal Base INK
27% Recycled material
100% Recyclable material
4% Synthetic (40% recycled)

   

Información técnica:  

Brand: Fixe



          

           
          
          Country of origin: Barcelona - Pyrenees (Spain)

Color: Yellow

Material: Polyamide

Format: Bag

Middle Mark: Yes

Treatment: Dry

Impact Force: 7,6kN

Sheat Slipage: 0,0mm

Type of Sheat: Endurance

Type of Rope: Single

Configurator: No

Fusion: Yes

8m mark: Yes

Reflector: Yes

Ultrasonic finish: Yes

Size long: 60m

Diameter: 9,4mm
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